With the aidedaid of a curriculum mapping mechanism and system (e.g., Curriculum
Information System, or CIS), different courses can be linked with each other to
constitutegenerate a curriculum map for learning navigation. However, a “as with any
map”, this one can’t be used to prevent getting lost if the current position has not
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locatedbeen clearly located.
By spreading out the Expanding upon this previous work, the issues described as
follows are addedwe add the following features for a better learning navigation system.
1. Providing a learning state detection mechanism to facilitate personalization based
on the original curriculum map framework.
2. Adding thea location based service (LBS) as a parametermeans to reveallocate
learning information within a place.
3. Designing a mobile-based application to approach the “on-demand” idea of the
ubiquitous learning model.
4. Utilizing text association algorithmalgorithms to coordinate and prune the
curriculum map architecture.
5. Taking different learning activities into consideration besides the courses,
certifications, and tasks.
According toWe demonstrate the issues listed above, theemployment of these items in
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two typical, daily -life using scenarios to facilitate understanding are demonstrated as
followsbelow, for illustrative purposes.
Scenario 1: Learning Navigation on Campus
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In a student’s daily life on campus, he or she will have interaction among theinteract

thatevents in progress: a lecture on cloud computing, a course on pervasive theory, a
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foreign language course conducted in the student’s native language and, a club on
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with classmates, teachers, and the learning environment. Assume a student named
Betty enters a learning building with her smart phone. Then, theThe smart phone will
list theoptions for her possible learning activities based on her physical location and
her learning status (i.e., virtual location). For example, the system could report

computer study.science club, etc. At this time, Betty can decide which learning
activity she wants to joinparticipate in. After Betty completecompletes her learning
activity, theshe receives the results of her learning results willas feedback, and
accumulated tothey are recorded in her ownpersonal learning repository.
Instead of learning with anwithin a single, constrained environment, each learner will
be immersed within the competence context of in different learning activities. within
the context of competence. Through the self-challenge of challenging themselves with
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competence familiarity, students construct an active learning environment or
atmosphere will be constructedfor themselves.
Scenario 2: Competence Resume
Each fresh graduate will needneeds a resume to demonstrate his or her own
superiorityexcellence or value. Traditionally, a transcript is commonly regarded as a
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kind of competence evidence, attached with a resume. However, the grade in the
transcript can’tcannot reflect the wholebig picture of one’s own skill’s: a student’s
skill range or special achievementachievements. Since the learning state can be
detected and reported in this researchusing the proposed system, it is possible to have
another transcript which is composed of competence items. A graduate can manifest
his or her merits by theon a competence spectrum or radar chart. Inspecting in
anotherFrom the employer’s viewpoint, automatic job candidates can be automatically
and optimally recommended ation is possible according to one’s own state of
competencebased on the applicants’ accumulated competences.
2 Methodology
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In orderA curriculum mapping mechanism is provided in this paper to integrate
different learning resources within a general architecture, a “curriculum mapping
mechanism” is provided in this paper.. In this section, we propose how to generate a
context framework, how to link different learning resources with each other, and how
to detect learning statestates within this framework are proposed.
2.1 Competence-basedBased Architecture
The concept ofbehind curriculum mapping is trying to link the linking of different
curricula together according to aaddress specific learning targettargets. Going a step
further, a curriculum context framework is expected for linkingto link various learning
activities together and providingprovide feedback ofregarding learning state. In
thisour research proposal, the curriculum context framework is derivingderives from
the curriculum mapping mechanism that is constructed according to the following
generating stepsteps.
1. Competence description. Each instructor or lecturer can set the learning goals of
the subjects that he or she wants to deliver. to the subjects. Such learning goals are
approachingapproached by means of competence descriptiondescriptions in free
and open text formatformats. The competence description reveals the expected
behaviouralbehavioral, cognitive, or affective [1] outlooks that are required or
developed for specific learning subjects. 錯 誤 ! 找 不 到 參 照 來 源 。 . Each
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competence description item must be weighted according to theitems completed
items ofwithin a specific learning subject.
2. Competence keywordskeyword processing. Each significant item ofwithin the
competence description in stepStep 1 will be separated assubdivided into several
significant tokens, the keywordsin order to create a keyword set, for further text
search and comparison [2] 錯誤! 找不到參照來源。; this search functionality is
based on the Chinese WordNet which is developed by the National Science
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Council in Taiwan.
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